Cost-effective development of large, integrated computer-based systems can be realized through sys tematic reuse of development experiences throughout the development procss. In this paper we describe a technique for representing reusable modeling experiences. The tech nique allows developers to express domain-specific design patterns as a sub-language of the modeling language, the UM L. Use of the sub-language to bu ild application specific UM L models results in the reuse of the embedded design experiences. We use a notation called the (meta )Role-Based Modeling Language (RBML) to define UM L sub-languages. A (meta-)Role Model is a specialization of the UM L (Unified Modeling Language) meta-model, that is, it determines a sub-language of the UM L. We show how RBML can be used to define domain-specific design patterns.
Introduction
There is a growing realization that development cycle time can be signifi cantly shortened if reuse opportunities are exploited in all phases of software development, not just in the coding phase [2, 15, 16] . In the past, a bar rier to the reuse of experiences above the code level was the lack of widely-accepted notations for representing re quirements and design artifacts. The emergence of the Uni fi ed Modeling Language (UML) [20] as a de-facto industry object-oriented (00) modeling standard has the potential to remove this barrier.
Our reuse-related research focuses on developing mech anisms that facilitate timely development of UML models in well-defined domains through reuse of domain-specific modeling experiences. Arango and Prieto-Diaz [I] show that reuse of domain-specifi c experiences can signifi cantly enhance development productivity and quality. In this pa per we present a technique for representing domain-specifi c design patterns (henceforth referred to as domain patterns) as sub-languages of the UML. Application developers that use the sub-languages to develop application-specifi c mod els are reusing the design experiences embedded in the do main patterns. The domain patterns can be incorporated into UML modeling tools that allow users to specialize the UML notation. Such tools must provide access to their internal representations of the UML metamodel. One can envisage a development environment in which domain engineers are responsible for defi ning domain patterns and incorporating them into UML modeling tools that application engineers use to develop application-specifi c models. The techniques described in this paper are thus targeted at domain engi neers.
The technique uses a notation, called the (meta-)Role Based Modeling Language (RBML), to describe domain patterns from a variety of perspectives. A (meta-)Role Model characterizes a family of UML diagrams, that is, it defines a sub-language for a particular kind of UML dia gram. A domain pattern is defi ned as a set of Role Models, expressed using the RBML, where each Role Model defines a sub-language for a particular UML model diagram. Do main patterns are thus described from a variety of perspec tives using Role Models.
Reuse of design experiences occurs whenever the sub language defined by a domain pattern is used to build application-specifi c models. The application-specific mod els that conform to the rules of a sub-language determined by a Role Model are called realizations of the Role Model.
We illustrate our approach by using the RBML to cre ate a domain pattern for a Checkin-Checkout (CICO) ap plication domain. Applications within this domain include video-rental applications, car rental applications and library systems. Applications in this domain, provide services for checking in and and checking out items. The applications need to maintain information about the items that can be checked in and out. We use the RBML to define a UML sublanguage for modeling the structural and behavioral proper ties of such applications.
We describe the RBML in Section 2 and illustrate its use by developing the CICO domain pattern in Section 3. Sam ple realizations of the CICO Role Models are given in Sec tion 4. We provide an overview of related work in Section 5, and conclude in Section 6.
RBML: Role-Based Modeling Language
The work described in this paper is concerned with defin ing specializations of thc UML that incorporate domain specific patterns. For this reason, the work is based on the UML metamodel. The UML metamodel characterizes valid UML diagrams. The specializations of the UML are defined using Role Models expressed in the RBML.
A Role Model is a structure of meta-roles (henceforth called roles), where a role defines properties that determine a family of UML model elements (e.g., class and general ization constructs). The type of model elements character ized by a role is determined by its base, where a role base is a UML metamodel class (e.g., Class, Generalization). For example, a role with the Class base determines a subset of UML class constructs. A UML model element conforms to, or plays (realizes) a role if it is an instance of the role's base and has the properties specified in the role. Such an element is also called a realization of the role. A Role Model is thus a characterization of UML diagrams, and a Role Model real ization is a model (e.g., a static structural diagram, sequence diagram) that consists of realizations of the roles in the Role Model.
We have developed two types of Role Models:
Static Role Models (SRMs) : A SRM is a characteri zation of a family of UML static structural models, that is, models that depict classifiers (e.g., UML classes and inter faces) and their relationships with each other (e.g., UML associations and generalizations).
Interaction Role Models (IRMs) : An IRM is a charac terization of a family of interaction diagrams (e.g., collabo ration and sequence diagrams).
Static Role Models (SRMs)
A SRM consists of roles and relationships between roles.
In this subsection we describe SRM roles and the relation ships that can exist between them.
SRM Roles
A SRM role characterizes a set of UML static modeling constructs (e.g., class, and association constructs). For ex ample, a SRM classifier role (i.e., a SRM role with the UML metamodel class Classifier as a base) defines properties that 108 classifier constructs (e.g., classes, interfaces) must have if they are to realize the role, while a SRM relationship role defines properties that UML relationship constructs (e.g., associations, generalizations) must have if they are to real ize the role.
The structure of a SRM role is shown in Fig. lea) 
Role Relationships
A role can be associated with another role, indicating that the rcalizations of the roles are associated in a manner that is consistent with how the bases of the roles are related in the UML metamodeI. For example, a Class role can be di rectly associated with an AssociationEnd role, but not with an Association role because the UML metamodel does not directly associate the Association metamodel element with the Class metamodel element. We use the UML form of association to represent relationships between role. Role associations can be named and can have multiplicities asso ciated with their ends. Examples of role relationships are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The relationship shown between the
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Subject and Observer roles in Fig. 2 (b) is an abbreviated fo rm of the role structure shown in Fig. 2 
.. <A..soUiltion Rob:> r'Observes Figure 2 . Relationships between roles in a SRM A class diagram that consists of a class realizing Subject that is associated, via realizations of Observes, to three classes, each realizing Observer conforms to this SRM.
The expanded form is used when one wants to specify constraints on the multiplicities that can appear at mUltiplic ity ends (these are specified as metamodel-Ievel constraints in the AssociationEnd roles). In this paper we hide such detail and thus use the abbreviated form. Note that the mul tiplicities on the abbreviated form do not determine the mul tiplicities that will appear on realizations of the association role.
Realizing SRMs
An SRM determines a sub-language for UML static mod els. Each role in a SRM specifies a specialization of its base class in the UML metamodel. A UML static model (e.g., a
Class Diagram) conforms to a SRM if static model elements that are intended to be instances of the UML metamodel class specializations defined by the roles in the SRMs have the properties defined in the SRM. This involves establish ing that the following:
(1) For each model element that is intended to play a role (i.e., is an intended instance of the UML metamodel class specialization defined by the role) the model element (i) sat isfies the metamodel-Ievel constraint (the constraint eval uates to true for the model element) and (ii) for classifier constructs, the feature roles are realized by attributes and behaviors.
(2) The model conforms to constraints expressed across roles in the SRM.
Role Hierarchies
SRMs often contain recurring role structures that can be viewed as role modeling patterns. An example of such a structure is the characterization of class hierarchies. The above recurring role structure can be shown in an abstracted form, called a folded SRM. Fig. 3(b) shows the folded form of the SRM in Fig. 3(a) . All metamodel-Ievel constraints and feature roles of role specializations and their relationships are hidden in a folded SRM. These are re vealed when a folded SRM is unfolded. In this subsection we describe a type of Role Model, called
an Interaction Role Model (IRM) that can be used to con strain how objects of realizations interact when carrying out a realization of a behavioral role.
A collaboration-styled IRM for the simplified Observer pattern (see Fig. 2 ) is shown in Fig. 4(a) The rectangular boxes in Fig. 4(a) Fig. 4(b) In the realization of the IRM shown in Fig. 4(b) , n = 1.1, p = 1 and q = 2. In this IRM realization, the receipt of the Update stimulus is logged before the ob server obtains the state of the Kiln. There is an interaction (LogUpdateRecd) that is not shown in the IRM (i.e., it is not part of the behavior characterized by the pattern). The sequence labels indicate that the LogU pdateRecd interac tion occurs before the GetK ilnTernp interaction.
Role Models for the CICO Domain Pattern
In this section, we describe the CICO domain pattern.
Some of the common features of CICO applications are listed below: There are data type roles in the ClCO SRM, for example, [D, Descr and Date (for the identity of a user or item, de scription and date, respectively). There are also Enumera tion data type roles, for example, I Status (Item status) and U Status (User status). These contain the EnumerationLit eral roles, such as CHECKEDOUT, AVAILABLE, ELIGIBLE and HOLD. The first two describe the sta tus of the item and the last two describe the status of the uscr. Lending role is created and a new I D is generated accord ingly followed by setting the date of lending. This instance is added to the Lending Collection (ConcreteCoILend).
cleo IRMs
The status of the item is updated to indicate that it is checked out. The LendingI D in the item is set to the I D generated for the lending information. For lack of space, we do not
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show the alternative courses of events.
Realizations of the CICO metaRole Models
Role models can be realized to obtain design models for specific applications. We have developed three different re alizations (library system, car rental system, revision con trol system) of the CICO domain pattern. In this section, we present part of a library system realization. We use bold stereotypes in the model constructs to indicate that the con structs are realizations of the roles named in the stereotypes. Feature properties that are printed in bold realize feature roles in the CICO Role Models.
The library has a collection of items. An item, called copy, can be a book or multimedia item. Members of the library can check in or check out items. They are also al lowed to reserve items. Fig. 8 shows the class diagram of the library as a realization of the CICO SRM. We describe a few important aspects of the CICO SRM realization below:
• A hierarchy is illustrated in the realization of Item by Copy which is specialized by Multimedia and Book.
• Multimedia is a realization of Concreteltem, as in dicated by the stereotype« ConcreteItem ». The no tation« sl » indicates that CopyI D is a realization of the structural role ItemCode, and is the only realization be cause of the restriction in the multiplicity (" 1..1" in Fig. 6 ).
• Book and Multimedia both play the role of Concreteltem. However, the verifyItemStatus be havioral role in Book is played by both verifyHold Status and verifyBorrowStatus operations (indicated by the «bl» next to both operations), but only by verifyHoldStatus in MultiMedia. This can be consid ered a customization involving domain information. The «b3» next to the setStatus operation denotes that it is a realization of the update! temStatus behavioral role.
• The "has" association in the model is a realization of the association role between the CollectionCopy and the Copy in the SRM.
• There are two associations between Loanlnfo and Copy (iscurTentlyloaned and isloanedpa.st), and also be tween Loanlnfo and Member (currentlyhas and has past). This illustrates that the association roles Lending ItemAssoc and LendingU ser Assoc can be realized with two associations cacho
• C oncreteLendi ng Lending role is constrained to have only one realization in Section 3.1.3. In the library model the LoanI nf 0 is the sole realization of the Lending role.
• The status types CHO and AV AL are realizations of the enumeration role literals CHECKEDOUT and AVAILABLE.
Note that the realization also contains additional features that are not determined by the ClCO domain pattern. These additional features are listed below: Reservation class allows members to reserve copies.
• Extra attribute/eatures and operations: The attributes Name and Address in Member are not part of the CICO domain pattern. The operation removeLoan in Loanlnfo is not required by the Lending role.
• Extra parameters in operations that realize behav· ioral roles: The ready parameter passed in the setStatus operation in the Multimedia construct is in addition to the parameters required to realize the behavioral role updateltemStatus. Another example is the RSV (re served) status that was added to the initial enumeration of different kinds of status types.
Even though both verifyHoldStatus and verifyBor rowStatus play the verifyltemStatus behavioral role 114 for Book, they need not both be expressed in the IRM, but at least one needs to be present. The actual realizations depend on the requirements in the scenario. For example, we do not need to verify the "borrowable" status of a book while checking in the book, but do need to verify the hold status of the book. Figure 9 shows a realization of the CICO IRM for checkOut.
Related Work
Work on domain-specific languages [22] focus on pro viding language interfaces for assembling code components into programs. These languages focus on downstream de velopment phases (detailed design and implementation in code) and are more appropriately called domain-specific Other fo rms of reusable experiences packaged for verti cal reuse are frameworks [19] and domain-specific archi tectures (e.g., see [7, 10, 14, 21] ). There is a consider able body of work on domain engineering processes and 115 domain modeling notations (e.g_ see [1, 10, 12, 15, 21] ). Our approach can complement the above efforts by provid ing mechanisms for representing and incorporating patterns into the UML to create specializations of UML constructs that reflect domain-specific patterns.
Pattern languages (e.g, see [4, 5] ) have been developed to describe Business Resource Management that covers appli cations including patterns for resource rental, trading and maintenance_ In [4], Braga et aL use Class Diagrams to describe three patterns related to resource rental, trade and maintenance. They use the diagrams to stamp out models (which are also Class Diagrams) for various situations, such as library service, medical attendance, video rental, real es tate rental and show box office. Their approach is purely syntactic, with limited support for specifying constraint pat terns.
Other work on precisely defining pattern properties in clude those of Lauder and Kent [13] , and Guennec et aL [Ill. Lauder and Kent [13] use graphical constraint dia grams for precise visual presentation of patterns. Guennec et aL [II] use a metamodeling approach that is based on the UML metamodeL Their approach provides an alterna tive representation in terms of meta-collaborations that uti lize a family of recurring properties initially proposed by Eden [6] . Pattern properties are expressed in terms of meta collaborations that consist of roles played by instances of UML metamodel classes. The paper does not, however, de scribe how properties other than hierarchical structures of classifiers are specified. Nor is there a clear notion of what it means for a model to realize a role modeL Work has been done on developing object-based notions of roles (e.g., see [17, 18] ). An object-based role speci" fies properties that objects in the run-time environment must have if they have to play the role. Our RBML requires that roles be played by model elements (e.g., classes and associ ations), and not by objects.
Conclusions
In this paper we gave an overview of the Role-Based Modeling Language (RBML), and outline how it can be used to define Role Models that determine a specialization of theUML We plan to use an existing tool that provides access to the UML metamodel (e.g., the Objecteering tool -see www.softeam.fr) to develop prototype support for incorpo rating Role Models into UML tools. We are also developing a specialized form of Role Models that will allow stamp ing out of conforming models. Such models can provide convenient start points for developing application-specific models.
